
Space is limited     Tickets are non-refundable   Must be 21 or over to consume alcohol

CREATIVE HAIRCOLORING 
hands-on workshop

with CHELSEA LITCHFIELD

MONDAY 4.27.2020      4-8pm      $149 (includes mannequin)    

Please bring working bag:
Rattail Comb, Brush, Clips, Spray Bottle, Blow Dryer, Smoothing 

Iron & Color Apron (if you wear one)

Code: 
PMM 20 CLUBCOL



CHELSEA LITCHFIELD 

Chelsea is an International Trainer and Artist for John Paul Mitchell Systems as well as the salon owner of Abstract Hair 
Artistry in Avondale, Arizona.  Working 15 years behind the chair full time, Chelsea has built a booming clientele multiple 
times, opened her own salon and fell in love with Paul Mitchell.  Over the past 7 years of being on their education team, 
she has played a roll in product launches, photo shoots, collections, trainings and hair shows.  Chelsea's heartbeat is    
hair color but she also has a passion for hair cutting, customer service and hair styling.  Her goal is to leave a positive   
impact to inspire growth and empower stylists, educators and salons.  A few of her favorite things are her two daughters, 
art, music, traveling and food.  A career highlight for her was being an artist on the cutting team at The Gathering in    
Sardinia, Italy and she hopes to meet new international friends and see new places in the future! 

@AbstractHairArtistry 

Chelsea Litchfield has been a part of many recent Paul Mitchell     
collections showcasing her immense talent in haircolor, haircutting, and 

styling.  Aside from collection work and education, Chelsea is a busy     
behind the chair stylist that brings relatability, experience and an        

everyday approach to creativity. She is the bridge to the gap between art 
and salon reality.  

Along with the advanced color education you’ll receive at this workshop, 
you will have an opportunity to be FIRST to get your hands on one of Paul 
Mitchell’s newest color lines. We can’t tell you ALL about it right now but 

you’ll be sure to encompass and experience this new addition before      
anyone else!!! 




